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Tommy

Edit the SQL query
to extract the data
required by the KIS
standards
There is an ongoing DWSTAR
integration that will have an
impact on the various steps in the
Statutory Returns: KIS process

Y

Receive a request
to extract the right
data from eCSIS

Extract data from
eCSIS using an SQL
query

Run the data
extract through the
validation kit

Review the errors
generated by the
validation kit

N

Put all errors
(schema and
business) into SLS

Send the eCSIS
data extract xml file
to Jon

Receive query from
Jon regarding a
validation kit error

Are the errors
generated by
the extraction
method?

Jon

N

January

KIS operational
group meet and
review changes in
requirements

Request that
Tommy amend the
extraction process
to meet revised
HESA
requirements

Receive KIS data
extract XML file
from Tommy

Run the xml file
through the
validation kit

Y
Are there
errors?

Copy all validation
kit errors into the
error checking
Excel sheet which
separates them by
error type

Make changes to the
eCSIS table or code
to resolve the error

Ask Tommy
for help?
Work out what
each error means
and who to ask for
help to resolve it

Y

Receive
confirmation that
the update to
eCSIS tables has
been made

E-mail Tommy with
error query

Re-extract the KIS
data from eCSIS

Re-extract the KIS
data from eCSIS
Update eCSIS data
per the information
from the academic

N
Ask
admissions
for help?
N

Ask another member
of OBU staff for
assistance with error
resolution

Identify best way of
addressing the
error

Attempt to resolve
issue by updating
eCSIS data fields

Receive
information from an
academic that the
KIS data is
incorrect

29th May –
first date the
system
opens
15th July is
the initial
submission
date

Upload xml to HESA
data collection
system

Does the
HESA
system
generate
errors?

Sometimes the xml is amended directly whilst
Jon is awaiting an eCSIS update (or if it isn’t
possible to correct the error by updating eCSIS)

Y
N

HESA system
generates errors

Extract errors in
CSV format

E-mail another member
of staff requesting
assistance with error
resolution as needed

Y
Is it feasible
to update the
data
generating
the error in
eCSIS?

Final
deadline is
August
Update data in
eCSIS

Amend the XML file

Receive an e-mail
containing a copy of
the OBU KIS return
with the ViceChancellors electronic
signature

E-mail the ViceChancellor a scanned
copy of the return
requesting their
signature

N

E-mail Jon inform
him that the error
resolution action
has been taken

Faculty administrators
Georgina Spary
Academics

Receive
spreadsheet of KIS
data

March

George Sparry
extracts the KIS data
from eCSIS

Extract the data for
each individual
faculty into an
Excel spreadsheet

Send KIS data to
academics for
validation

Send an Excel
spreadsheet of KIS
data to each faculty

Receive data to
check

Y
Respond to
request to
check data?
N

N
Are errors
identified?

E-mail Jon
confirming that the
data is correct

E-mail Jon
identifying errors

Y
It is also sometimes
done automatically

Vice Chancellor

Print a copy of the
signed KIS return
Store the
return in a
paper file

KIS operational group

Admissions

Receive
confirmation that
the data is correct

Receive
confirmation that
the update to
eCSIS tables has
been made

Y

Oxford Brookes University

Let Jon know that
the update to
resolve the issue
has been made

Receive request to
sign a scanned
version of OBU’s
KIS return

Affix electronic
signature to the
scanned OBU KIS
return received
from Jon

Send the signed
KIS return to
HESA, copying in
Jon

End of process

